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Bogor Agricultural university (IPB) is committed to achieve the vision to become a leading institution in 
strengthening nation dignity through globally excellent higher education in tropical agriculture and biosciences.  In 
regards to maintaining the spirit of great achievement, IPB is very much concern on the research and academic 
quality improvement, through international accreditation of its study programs and implementation of quality 
assurance in all aspects of management process.  IPB is focusing its strategic research agenda on the areas of 
Food, Energy, Environment/Ecology, Poverty Reduction and Biomedicine.  Collaborating with university partners, 
IPB has been running various academic programs such as joint and double degree, joint research, training and 
courses, as well as staff and student exchange.  Public relation (PR) has been playing important role to expose 
the achievement and maintain the proper communication with stakeholders. The PR is conducted among others 
through Green TV, International Education Expo, Consortium, Seminar and other related media. As a result of this 
process, IPB has been awarded nationally as the third Winner of the University provided Open Public Information 
in 2016.  IPB has been also awarded most innovative universities in the recent eight years, as nearly 38 % of the 
prospective innovation in the country produced by IPB researchers.  According to QS World University Ranking by 
Subject Agriculture and Forestry IPB is ranked at the top 100 in 2016. This effort is consistently maintained to 
assure the transformation from institutional quality to systemic excellent.  In conducting high quality education and 
developing tropical bioscience and technology, IPB continues seeking international collaboration and partnerships 
with leading institutions from all over the world. This poster will expose the experience of IPB in maintaining 
international collaboration and networking to support IPB toward world-class university.

C V
1　Dr. Edy Hartulistiyoso is currently serving as Director for Collaboration and International Programs of Bogor Agricultural 
University (IPB). He completed his Bachelor's degree in Agricultural Engineering in 1987 at IPB and completed both his 
Master's and PhD degrees at the Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Georg-August University of Göttingen in Germany 
in 1994 and 1999, respectively. He is also faculty member of the Department of Mechanical and Bio-system Engineering, 
Faculty of Agricultural Technology IPB. 

2　Dr. Sintho Wahyuning Ardie is currently serving as Deputy Director for Character Building and Student Mobility at the 
Directorate for Student Affairs, Bogor Agricultural University (IPB). She graduated her Bachelor's and Master's degrees at IPB 
in 2004 and 2006 respectively, and completed her PhD degree on the Agricultural and Environmental Biology at University 
of Tokyo in 2010. She is also faculty member of the Department of Agronomy and Horticulture, Faculty of Agriculture, IPB.

Toward World-Class University through International 
Collaboration and Networking: The Role of Public Relation at 
Bogor Agricultural University
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Abstract
International Public Relations and International Communication is one of the most important mechanics that links 
a university with international society. It helps to widen the range of collaboration, and accessibility to knowledge 
& innovations, and provides the chance for people who have the same interest to get in touch with each other, so 
that they can learn from one another, conduct the research together, as well as share and help each other in many 
ways.  
In order to achieve the University’s Vision in becoming a world class national university that generates knowledge 
and introduces innovations appropriate for the development of Thai society in a sustainable manner, it is inevitable 
that Chulalongkorn University has to strengthen its connection with international societies.
At Chulalongkorn University, each Faculty, College, School or Institute may establish its own administrative office 
that is responsible for international affairs. The Dean’s Office of each Faculty will include the International Section, 
headed by the Deputy Dean for International Affairs. This section is responsible for promoting internationalization 
in the Faculty through collaborating with international organizations or foreign universities to boost academic and 
research cooperation with them. It also organizes other activities, for example, exchange of the staff and students 
as well as putting up cultural programmes. It tries to publicize its image on the international level through the 
public relations, for example, providing the information about its Faculty in the form of a brochure, a video clip, a 
website and even visits of its personnel to foreign academic institutions.
On the university level, there are two main contact points that are in charge of international affairs, which are the 
Chula International Communication Center (CICC), and the Office of International Affairs and Global Network.

Smorn Navankasattusas
Office of International Affairs and Global Network, CHULALONGKORN UNIVERSITY

Chulalongkorn University and Its Use of International 
Coordination to Enhance Public Relations

C V
Smorn has been working at the Office of International Affairs and Global Network at Chulalongkorn University since 2015. 
She supports the university’s internationalization efforts, with a particular focus on collaborating with related agencies 
aboard, parties in Thailand and internal units at Chulalongkorn University on matters related to foreign networks. She is also 
a coordinator who provides assistance to matters relating to the foreign travel of Chulalongkorn University administrative 
staff, lecturers or students, who are representing the University such as registration, ticketing, accommodation reservations, 
travel insurance and the computation of travel expenses. Smorn holds a B.A in Children’s Literature from Srinakharinwirot 
University, Thailand, and a Master of Teaching Chinese to Speakers of Other Languages (MTCSOL) from Yunnan Normal 
University, China.
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Promoting Science to The International Community:  
An Indonesian Institute of Sciences (LIPI) Experience 

C V
1　Nur Tri Aries Suestiningtyas, currently serves as the Head of the Bureau for Cooperation, Legal, and Public Relations at 
LIPI. Nur overseas the execution of LIPI's corporate public relations strategy, coordination of programs increasing awareness 
of science, both domestically and internationally as well as management of legal analysis related to partnerships.

2　Meira Sabila, currently serves as a Public Relations Officer at the Bureau for Cooperation, Legal, and Public Relations at LIPI. She 
specializes in media engagement. She is also active in maintaining LIPI's website and creating content for popular science publications.  

As the premier science research institute in Indonesia which covers research activities from natural to social 
sciences, the Indonesian Institute of Sciences (LIPI) has a public relations strategy to promote its research to 
international communities.  
Without effective promotion, research can often be underutilized and go unrecognized by the scientific community, 
industry, decision makers, and broader society. This can lead to research happening in isolation with minimal 
collaboration which does not benefit scientific progress or the community it seeks to serve. A well executed public 
relations strategy can help to bridge this gap by creating awareness of scientific research to increase 
people's understanding of the benefits that science bring to the community.  

Currently, LIPI uses three main channels to engage with the international audience: website as the gateway to all 
units, newsletter, and social media. The content is used to connect with international community to help increase 
cooperation between Indonesian researchers and overseas partners. LIPI also uses partnerships and international 
events to promote science, and to provide staff with science diplomacy, science journalism, and science 
communication training. 
  
In 2017, LIPI plans to increase partnership with international media, optimize multimedia 
promotions, issue all social media in English, and to digitalise our newsletter. 

Nur Tri Aries Suestiningtyas1

Meira Sabila2

Indonesian Institute of Sciences (LIPI). 
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As the premier science research institute in Indonesia which covers research activities from natural to social sciences, the
Indonesian Institute of Sciences (LIPI) has a public relations strategy to promote its research to international communities.

Without effective promotion, research can often be underutilized and go unrecognized by the scientific community, industry,
decision makers, and broader society. This can lead to research happening in isolation with minimal collaboration which does
not benefit scientific progress or the community it seeks to serve. A well executed public relations strategy can help to bridge
this gap by creating awareness of scientific research to increase people’s understanding of the benefits that science bring to
the community.

Currently, LIPI uses three main channels to engage with the international audience: website as the gateway to all units,
newsletter, and social media. The content is used to connect with international community to help increase cooperation
between Indonesian researchers and overseas partners. LIPI also uses partnerships and international events to promote
science, and to provide staff with science diplomacy, science journalism, and science communication training.

In 2017, LIPI plans to increase partnership with international media, optimize multimedia promotions, issue all social media in
English, and to digitalise our newsletter.

Promoting Science to The International Community: 
An Indonesian Institute of Sciences (LIPI) Experience

By: Nur Tri Aries Suestiningtyas, Meira Sabila 

WEBSITE

• Website transformation in 2016
• Improvements: 

• The gateway to accessing all unit websites
• Integrated social media 
• All units have to provide content in English
• User friendly interface

• Results:
• Number #1 ranking  in Indonesia for research 

institutes by Webometrics ranking 

Former website Current website

NEWSLETTER
• Launched in 2014
• Distributed to our partners via mailing list, events, and 

website
• Promotes collaboration between LIPI and international 

partners, highlights notable research results, and profiles 
outstanding researchers

SOCIAL MEDIA

• Three social media channels:
• Facebook: LIPI Corporate account and all units
• Twitter : LIPI Corporate account and all units
• YouTube

• Results:
• Facebook: Nearly doubled the number of unique users

who have liked the page from 2015 to 2016
• Twitter: Most popular tweet in 2015 promoted the

Indonesia Science Expo and reached 11k people.
The most popular tweet in 2016 was about Google
recognizing our late Professor Samaun Samadikun,
Chairman of LIPI 1989-1995. It reached 12.4k people.

• Use hashtags such as #LIPI50 and #LKIR to encourage the
community to join the conversations

STRATEGY

• Increase partnership with international media
• Optimizing multimedia promotions
• Digitalise LIPI Newsletter
• Managing all social media in English

TRAINING AND EVENTS

• Training on Science Communication
• Training on Science Diplomacy
• Training on Science Journalism
• International Science Journalist Tour
• Integrated symposium/seminar with international exhibition
• SEA-EU NET
• International Exhibition for Young Inventors (IEYI)
• Intel International Science and Engineering Festival (IISEF)
• Science Festival and Indonesia Science Expo
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C V
Experience 
1997 - Present
 -Head of Information Section, International Affairs Division, Kasetsart University 
 -Editor of Non See Newsletter
 -Manage and supervise communication support plans for International Affairs Personnel Network
 -  Design and create the documents published in the media formats such as Multimedia and exhibition for public  relations of the University
 -Supervise and coordinate international academic seminars and conferences
 -Research and analyze all information of partnership database for the University’s Management  
2002 ‒ Present
 -Initiative and fully responsible for International Affairs Personnel Capacity Building Program
 -Established International Affairs Personnel Network
 -Planed and Implemented Project of International Affairs Information System Research 
Research
2004
 -A Study for Development of Kasetsart University Internationalization in the Next Decade
 -Study for Development of Global Competency of Kasetsart University Students 
Education
 1993    Master of Education (Guidance Psychology), Naresuan University, Thailand
 1986    Bachelor of Arts (Public Administration), Ramkhamhaeng University, Thailand

Kasetsart University is a large sized autonomous research university, comprising three campuses and more than 
200 university staff whose work is in the international affairs field. The International Affairs Division (IAD) is the 
office whose main responsibility is to support the university’s international policies, and one such policy is to gain 
global recognition. IAD believes that our large number of human resources, which we call our International Affairs 
Network is the most important instrument for international public relations. Thus, we have initiated two approaches 
to international PR. 
Firstly, a Human Network (International Affairs Network) a) by forming an International Affairs Committee, which 
is divided into a Policy Monitoring & Review Committee and an Adopted Policy to Action Plan Committee and b) 
by conducting & organizing committee meetings, workshops and training for university staff who work in related 
fields. The benefits of this approach are i) to promote a better understanding amongst the international affairs staff 
of the three campuses of Kasetsart University, ii) to support all departments & units who implement and carry out 
the university’s international affairs policy, and iii) to share useful resources and information about for example, 
scholarships, research and funding opportunities. 
Secondly, a Media & Social Network, as IAD is responsible for printed media, such as the NonSee Newsletter, KU 
information and new media for PR including international news and activities, remarkable and successful research 
projects, conferences & seminars at KU and partner institutes and an international information database. These 
media tools provide great benefits to the university as they are easily and quickly accessible, and reach all target 
groups, saving both time and money.

Hathaitus SEMCHUCHOT 
International Affairs Division,Kasetsart University

International Affairs Division& An Approach to International PR
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C V
Lokhey Kim is a coordinator of International Programs and a specialist on Europe region. She had majored Political Science at 
Notre Dame University in USA and Korea University in Korea.  
Youngdal Kim is a director of International Programs and Global Initiatives. He acts also a member of Korean Government 
Scholarship Selection Committee since 2010. He had majored International Studies at Konkuk University in Korea and 
Pondicherry University in India.

Konkuk University thinks the role of higher institution is not limited in just education and research themselves. 

University as a symbol of social evolution should involve social responsibility and knowledge sharing with its 

education and research activities in the perspective of globalization. 

ODA is official development assistance project which supports the developing countries with the promotion of the 

economic development and welfare by government sectors.

Since Korea is the unique country which became from receiver to donor in terms of ODA, with this kind of 

background, Konkuk University has tried to contribute its research performance and collaboration activities and to 

share Korea’s development experiences to the developing countries by their needs.

This platform was also accompanied with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of UN Agenda.

PR on the process of development experience sharing with ODA projects doesn’t show just one-off PR. It shows 

how the University established its long-term strategy which aims to development together and to contribute for the 

better society.

This Poster shows how Konkuk University helps the developing country with its experience. Konkuk University 

was exposed on the mass media as one of fine example of ODA cooperation platform in terms of international 

collaboration and knowledge sharing activities.

Lokhey Kim, Youngdal Kim
Konkuk University

University PR through Sharing Development Experience by
Official Development Assistance (ODA) Project
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PR through Cooperation with developing countries 
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Mr. D'Arcy Drachenberg, Senior Manager, International Communication & Protocol, is responsible for university-wide 
partnership agreements, President's and Vice President's international protocol, President and Vice President's English 
correspondence and communications, the "KU the Future" newsletter, Association and Network memberships and a variety of 
other projects.

Mr. Sanghyun Lee, Manager, International Planning & Statistics is responsible for compiling and coordinating information 
and statistics for the Office of International Affairs and its strategic planning initiatives. In addition, he also plays a role in 
analyzing and evaluating the feasibility of student mobility programs and initiatives within the Middle East, Africa and other 
areas.

This illustrative poster presentation attempts to outline the role Korea University's Office of International Affairs 

plays in the promotion of the university internationally through four main categories (or pillars) of activities. By 

utilizing events, networks, partnerships and student and faculty programs, Korea University's Office of International 

Affairs contributes essential resources to the international public relations functions of the university. The success 

of this support can be measured by the ongoing improvement of Korea University in internationally recognized 

university rankings metrics.

D’Arcy Drachenberg
Sanghyun Lee
Korea University, Office of International Affairs

The Four Pillars of Korea University’s Office of International 
Affairs Public Relations Activities 
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Chiaki NAKAMURA (Ms.)
Administrative staff, General Affairs, Center for Southeast Asian Studies (CSEAS)
Born and raised in Kyoto, Japan. Ms. Nakamura has spent approximately one year studying English in England. She 
was previously employed in the private sector, but wanted to utilize her skills and advance her career as a university 
administrator. She has worked at Kyoto University since 2012. She served as an administrative staff member in the 
External Affairs Division of Kyoto University from 2012 to 2016, where she was in charge of alumni associations and 
the administration of the Kyoto University Fund. After that, she joined the Overseas Staff Development Program and 
worked at Kyoto University’s European Center Heidelberg Office in Germany from April to September 2016 and focused 
on strengthening the university’s global network in Europe. She has also functioned as a website administrator in all of the 
departments in which she has worked. She was recently transferred to the university’s Center for Southeast Asian Studies 
(CSEAS), where one of her duties is supporting international researchers and students. 

Who Can Effectively Utilize University Web Tools 

Chiaki NAKAMURA
General Affairs, Center for Southeast Asian Studies (CSEAS)

Thinking about internationalization or globalization, foreign languages, in this case particularly English, are a big 

problem for Japanese. To utilize web tools, web construction skills are also required. There are few Japanese 

people with both English skills and web construction skills, and this is also a problem among university 

administrators. 

I have worked with web tools to support the internationalization of Kyoto University since I was first employed. In 

my presentation, I will discuss what is expected of university administrators nowadays with regards to language 

proficiency and web construction skills.

The utilization by universities of web tools such as websites and social networks is common, but it is very difficult 

for Japanese to operate and update systems in English or other foreign languages. The aim of this presentation is 

to share with attendees the approaches adopted by Kyoto University’s administrative staff.
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Ms. Suchada Phruthonkul, Ms. Korakod Muangthai, and Ms. Patsorn Janprasert from Mahidol University’s International 
Relations Division are part of the team guiding internationalization. Ms. Phruthonkul is responsible for all university protocol 
and collaborations between Mahidol University and its partners as well as the university’s participation in world university 
rankings and networks. Ms. Muangthai is responsible for the development of the student’s English language capacity and 
inter-cultural skills and helps foster a more international environment. Ms. Janprasert has many years’ expertise in organizing 
tailor-made programs / activities for inbound and outbound exchange programs.

A university’s global presence can develop in two ways: traditional and non-traditional public relations. Mahidol 

University uses sustainable collaboration as a form of non-traditional public relations in order to increase our global 

presence. Sustainable collaboration at Mahidol University is guided by the government policy known as Thailand 4.0, 

which is supported by Mahidol University under the concept of Entrepreneur University. 

Mahidol University's Globalization Framework and Transformation Process were set up to guide the international 

aspects of university management and create greater understanding of globalization within the university placing 

an emphasis on long term and continuing collaboration. 

University’s partners and activities have changed according to government and university’s policy.  Previously, 

Mahidol University focused on bilateral relations in the areas of health and science. However, collaboration 

has now expanded to include applied technology and innovation as well as biomedical engineering. Our types 

of partners have also changed to include networks and public / private enterprises. All of these bilateral and 

multilateral collaborations are based on shared interest, trust, and reciprocity. This trust is important as it helps 

raise the university’s global profile.  

Suchada Phruthonkul, Korakod Muangthai, 
Patsorn Janprasert
Mahidol University

Establishing a global presence through sustainable collaboration
Enhancing Global Presence Through International PR
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EEnhancing Global Presence through International PR

“Establishing a Global Presence
through Sustainable Collaboration”

Sustainable collaboration between institutions begins with partnerships 
in areas of mutual interest. This creates longstanding relationships 

and builds trust, which in turn helps raise our global profile.

Mahidol University

CCollaboration Model

Government Policy 

(Thailand 4.0) 

University Policy + 
Community Priorities

Collaboration with Strategic 
Partners/Agencies/Networks/

Public & Private Sectors

Collaborative Activities

Sustainable Collaboration

Visibility & Reputation

Inputs
- Long-term collaboration
- Areas of mutual interest
- Focus in strategic regions
- Listed in World University   

Rankings
- Consistent and doable  

activities

Outputs
- Research outputs
- Academic mobility
- Academic services
- Organizational globalization
- Curriculum development
- Industrial and private

partnerships

- 3 -

Thee University of Oslo, 
Norway

Over half a century of research 
in neuroscience spanning four 
generations of researchers. 

Recent highlights include 
support for MU PhD student 
research work at the Center of 
Excellence in Molecular Biology 
and Neuroscience at the 
University of Oslo.

Osaka University, Japan

For almost forty years, the 
biotechnology exchange program 
has promoted international 
research and exchange 
partnerships supported by the 
Japan Society for the Promotion of 
Science (JSPS). 

Recent highlights include the 
creation of the Mahidol-Osaka 
Centre for Infectious Diseases at 
the Faculty of Tropical Medline. 

University of Oxford, UK

Launched in 1979, the Mahidol
Oxford Tropical Medicine Research 
Unit (MORU) develops effective 
and practical means of diagnosing 
and treating malaria and other 
neglected diseases.

Recent highlights include the 
addition of four new sites to its 
research  network (as well as the 
publication of 100s of scientific 
papers and over 40 books/book 
chapters.

Kyushu University, Japan

Since 2007, short-term student 
exchanges include:

-The Mahidol - Kyushu University 
Exchange Programme –
whereby students spend two 
weeks at Mahidol University and 
two weeks at Kyushu University 
studying various cultural aspects 
of their host country.

Sustainable collaboration focuses on the development of long-term partnerships in areas of mutual interest &
expertise. This can be seen in our collaborations with the University of Oslo, Osaka University, University of Oxford,
and Kyushu University (started in 1965, 1978, 1979 and 2007 respectively).

From Expertise in Health Science…

- 5 -

SSuccessful Global Presence through International University Rankings

Mahidol University
Premier medical school and higher learning institution in Thailand

Times Higher Education World University Rankings 2016 –
2017
• Ranked in Top 600 universities in World;
• 90th in Asia – No.1 in Thailand

US News: Best Global Universities Rankings 2017
• 516th in World; 89th in Asia No.1 in Thailand
• 86th in Top 100 in Immunology
• 87th in Top 100 in Microbiology
• 119th in Top 150 in Pharmacology and Toxicology
• 215th in Top 250 in Clinical Medicine

The Times Higher Education BRICS & Emerging Economies 
University Rankings 2017
• 76th from Emerging Economy Country – No.1 in Thailand

QS World University Rankings 2016-2017
• 283rd in World;61st in Top 250 universities in Asia
• No. 1 in Thailand: Medicine; Pharmacy & Pharmacology; 
Nursing; Law; Sociology

The Performance Rankings of Scientific Papers for World 
Universities (HEEACT)
• 477th in the World – No.1 in Thailand

- 7 -

Thailand 4.0
Policy

RResearch &
Development

Science &
Technology

Creative Thinking
& Innovation

.00

Economy and International Standing

Entrepreneurial
University

Producing innovate
graduate students with increased business skills CIGE Model for Comprehensive Internationalization

by ACE -American Council on Education

Comprehensive Internationalization

Leadership 
and 

structure

Institutional 
commitment

Curriculum 
and learning 

outcome

Faculty 
policies and 

practices

Academic 
mobility

Partnership 
and 

globalization
Student Mobilityy

Academic Mobility

Organizational Globalization

Product-oriented Relationship-oriented

A university can boost its global presence via two distinct ways - through traditional or non-traditional public relations.

Mahidol University, Thailand, focuses on a form of non-traditional public relations known as Sustainable Collaboration - which is
guided by a combination of the Royal Thai Government's Policy (Picture No. 1) and the University's Comprehensive
Internationalization and Transformational Process (Picture No. 2).

In the past, international collaboration at Mahidol University focused on the creation of bilateral relations in health and science
(areas of traditional expertise). However, this collaboration has now been expanded to include public & private sector
collaboration with regional / international partners & networks in the fields of technological innovation and entrepreneurship.

Common to all of these bilateral and multilateral activities are the concepts of mutual interest, trust, and reciprocity. These key
elements have consequently kept Mahidol University's position in the leading spot of its peers and successfully helped raise the
University’s global presence.

Picture No. 1 Picture No. 2
Transformational Process

- 2 -

Universities

Networks

Public & Private 
Sectors

CCollaboration with Strategic Partners 

Traditional PR Tools 

Non-traditional PR Tools 

Based on our Collaboration Model, we give priority to non-traditional PR (collaboration with strategic
partners including universities, networks and public & private sectors) with the support of traditional PR
tools (videos, brochures, newsletters, websites, social medias, etc).

- 4 -

IInnovation

Technology

Collaboration 
with the 

Public/Private 
Partners

…to Sustainable Collaboration in Innovation & Technology

Development of Translational Research 
& Commercial Prototype
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SSuccessful Global Presence through International Patents

By International Relations Division, Mahidol University, THAILAND 17
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Matthew Linley is a Designated Professor and the Head of the Department of International Programs in the International 
Education and Exchange Center at Nagoya University. He has completed graduate degrees in three countries ‒ an MA in 
Political Science at the University of Victoria in Canada (1998), an LLM in International Relations at Nagoya University (2002), 
and a PhD in Political Science from the Australian National University (2009). Professor Linley received Japan Foundation 
Fellowships in 1997 and 2006-2007 and was a MEXT scholar between 1998 and 2002.  

Although most high school students today choose their future university by doing research themselves on the 

Internet and by talking to friends, many Japanese institutions continue to rely on a bureaucratic, top-down 

marketing and public relations strategy. Using examples from the Admissions Office of the G30 International 

Program at Nagoya University, I argue that to recruit international students Japanese universities should target 

niche audiences of junior and senior high school students. We should use data from tools such as Google Analytics 

and surveys of applicants and current students to identify the types of high school students who might be 

admitted to a specific program and to develop content available on the website that helps potential students solve 

the problem of selecting a university that is a good fit for their academic interests and abilities. It is also important 

to engage with potential applicants during the period when they are most thinking about what university to attend. 

I conclude by discussing the institutional limitations at Japanese universities that make assembling a diverse team 

of people with international study abroad experience and different nationalities so difficult. 

Matthew Linley
International Education and Exchange Center, Nagoya University

Chasing the Long Tail: Targeting High School Students to 
Increase Awareness of English-Taught International Programs at 
Japanese Universities

18
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When people come to you online, they are looking for information to help them make fied applicants to G30 Programs 
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with increasing number of  good international students 
d i i

w g g
•Buy advertising Find out why they applied to Nagoya University and how they found out about ity g

l f l h h
Find out why they applied to Nagoya University and how they found out about it 

S i i di
Decentralization of  national university means that there is no con-

•Stories in mass media
y

sistent university-wide message to potential studentssistent university-wide message to potential students    
Japanese university websites should not just translate information for domestic

Today universities must develop relations directly with potential applicants
Japanese university websites should not just translate information for domestic 

di i E li hToday, universities must develop relations directly with potential applicants audiences into English
Despite completely different audiences, English-language material on

Nagoya University G30 has most interest when admissions requirements announced
Despite completely different audiences, English language material on 
ni rsit bsit t nds t b En lish l n tr nsl ti n f J p n sNagoya University G30 has most interest when admissions requirements announced 

(O t ) d h d i i d t d (D )
university website tends to be English-language translation of  Japanese 

M jorit of ppli nts to N go Uni ersit G30 progr ms fo nd o t bo t the(Oct.) and when admissions documents due (Dec,) materials Majority of  applicants to Nagoya University G30 programs found out about the 
program on the Internet or from friends/family. We are doing more to cultivate p g / y g
relations with current students so that they can recommend our university to stu 

S d i J F i d i d i d i i J b
relations with current students so that they can recommend our university to stu-
d h i ld hi h h lStudy in Japan Fairs attract students interested in studying in Japan but dents at their old high school y J p y g J p

do not let you distinguish between students who want to study pro-
g

do not let you distinguish between students who want to study pro
i i d h h d grams at your university and those that do not 

Wh 2016 U d d t A li t Fi t H d b t G30 PWhere 2016 Undergraduate Applicants First Heard about G30 Program  

 
Pamphlets and broch res tend to be astef l Most people ill not sePamphlets and brochures tend to be wasteful. Most people will not use 

S d d h i i b hi li d i i h f i d
them to make a decision. They may help people go online.   

Students today choose university by searching online and connecting with friends so 
y y p p p g

need to understand keywordsneed to understand keywords 
C d i h i l diffCreate personas to determine what content is most relevant to differ-  

During high school students narrow choice down to handful of universities
p

ent niche audiencesDuring high school, students narrow choice down to handful of  universities ent niche audiences 

Wh li i d h h d d i f i
 

When applications are due then they are ready to send information 1. Persona 1: Japanese nationals educated abroad1. Persona 1: Japanese nationals educated abroad 

 
Nagoya University G30 applicants mostly found website using links from other Nago-

 
g y y pp y g g

ya University websites and MEXT Global 30 webpage 2 P 2 S d f i h l i A i iya University websites and MEXT Global 30 webpage 2. Persona 2: Students from top science schools in Asian countries p
who became interested in Japan through manga and anime  

M l di i d d d i i d A i E i i
who became interested in Japan through manga and anime 

Most common landing page is undergraduate admissions and Automotive Engineering 

3 Persona 3: Students in international schools studying IB curricu-  
PR Offices of  Many Japanese Universities continue to rely on an old advertising model 3. Persona 3: Students in international schools studying IB curricu

l b t h t t d thi diff t f f i dy J p y g
for reaching potential students lum but who want to do something different from friends  for reaching potential students 

 

PR i f i i hi h d d b l ffi ff b i li Content can drive people to ebsite so blog abo t information relePR is part of  university hierarchy and done by general office staff, not by specialists Content can drive people to website so blog about information rele-
vant to applicants – do not just tell people how great your university is Ask all applicantspp j p p g y y Ask all applicants 

Wh d ?•Who are our readers? •When did you first start to research schools?•When did you first start to research schools? 

H d h th ?•How do we reach them? •Who influenced your research?Who influenced your research? 

•What are their motivations?•What are their motivations? •How did you learn about our university? y y

•What are their problems we can help them solve? h l lWhat are their problems we can help them solve? •How many schools are you applying to? y y pp y g

•How can we entertain and inform them at the same time? Wh t b it d d b ib t ?How can we entertain and inform them at the same time? •What websites do you read or subscribe to? 

•What content will compel them to apply to our university? Sh ld s s i l m di t n p t nti l ppli nts ith r ni rsit M nEvents like “Study in Japan Fairs” are inefficient and costly means to reach people who
W at co te t w co pe t e to app y to ou u ve s ty? Should use social media to engage potential applicants with your university. Many Events like Study in Japan Fairs  are inefficient and costly means to reach people who 

h bili i i Japanese universities use social media as “one-way interruption marketing” tool. may not have means or ability to enter university J p y p g
6% of visitors this Admissions season came from social media websites 6% of  visitors this Admissions season came from social media websites 

Communications are not audience-centric but reports English-translated items from p g
Japanese focusing on domestic audiences The news items below have no relevance to potential Need to provide compelling content that high school students are likely to findJapanese focusing on domestic audiences. The news items below have no relevance to potential 

d
Need to provide compelling content that high school students are likely to find 
i i d h i h f i d Thi l i f i i istudents. interesting and to share with friends. This means not only information praising 
your university you u ve s ty

Typical News Items from Nagoya University English Homepage yp g y y g p g

 

i i i d d hi h h l d lik lJapanese universities can do more to use data to target high school students likely J p g g y
to apply to their specific programsto apply to their specific programs 

Also need autonomous office from central administration with weak hierarchyAlso need autonomous office from central administration with weak hierarchy 

Need freedom to experiment and to engage with potential applicantsp g g p pp

S ff h ld b di h l d i i i PR ffiStaff  should be more diverse than central administration PR office 

N d l h hi i h li f di f b kNeed people who can empathize with applicants from diverse range of  back-
grounds g

dd l f l h l l dFor additional information please contact: Matthew Linley International Educa-p y
tion and Exchange Center Nagoya University linley matthew@j mbox nagoyation and Exchange Center Nagoya University      linley.matthew@j.mbox.nagoya-

ju.ac.jp 
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Name: Mr. Issara Somdunsatien
Educational Background: Bachelor of Arts, Chulalongkorn University
Master of Business Administration, Charles Sturt University, Australia
Past work experience: Immigration department of Australia Embassy, Bangkok
Current Position: Head of Mobility Division, Thammasat University, Thailand
Current job description: 1. Manage incoming and outgoing staff and students between Thammasat university and international 
partner universities.
2. Manage Thammasat scholarships allocated to selected degree-seeking international students and local students selected to 
study abroad under university level agreement
3. Manage  the university’s consortiums such as AIMS, Erasmus Mundus, UMAP, ACP and CASEUF and special short program
4. Manage the activities organized for international and outgoing students

As one of the oldest universities in Thailand, recognized as a research and comprehensive university, Thammasat University 
has achieved in attracting a number of international students and research fund from both locally and internationally which 
contributes to the creation of university’s global presence. The enhancement of the global presence through international 
PR has become one of the key issues, considering very significant. It plays an important role in shaping university’s policies. 
Thammasat University has participated in major international educational events such as NAFSA, EAIE, and APAIE regarded as 
the popular international educational exhibitions, creating social and global awareness on Thammasat university’s reputation 
among the attending universities all over the world. 
Creating brand recognition is also one of the most important tools to make people aware of, remember, and recognize the name 
of Thammasat University. The international specific logo of the university is designed and used in every occasion related to 
international environment. The Thammasat international logo appears in T-Shirt, bag, suitcase wrap etc. Therefore, being part of 
Thammsat University will stay with Thammasat people everywhere they go.
To acclaim a world class and leading university in the region which will position the university achievement, this can be 
reflected through the level of international accreditation where Thammasat University is being ranked. In order to raise the 
university’s credibility at the international level, Thammasat University has to challenge itself by joining several major university 
accreditation bodies. Thammasat University currently receives a very good ranking. The university’s ranking has moved up 
significantly every year. Besides, being sustainable is very important and may be the key word for future development in 
the next era. The university then announced publicly that Thammasat University is well prepared to become the sustainable 
university in Thailand. 
It is believed that the great promotion to enhance the global presence of Thammsat university come from our community. They 
are people, students, staff, professors and Thammasat alumni who are very outstanding and achieving in their profession. They 
are trying to do what is best for the country. Every year, our well qualified students and staff have been carefully selected 
to participate in many international academic events, study abroad, seminars etc. They have been considered as Thammasat 
ambassador to help promote the university’s reputation. A number of Thammasat alumni who have been extremely successful 
professionally such as former prime ministers, Supreme court judges, ministers, members of state council, and head of 
international organizations also places Thammasat university in a global scenario.

Issara Somdunsatien
Head of Mobility Office of International Affairs Thammasat University

Enhancing Global Presence through International PR
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Sabrina has been Deputy Director of Global Relations at Universiti Brunei Darussalam since August 2015, managing 
student mobility and global partnerships. She is also economics lecturer in UBD School of Business and Economics. She 
obtained her PhD in Land Economy from the University of Cambridge, her MSc in Human Geography from the London 
School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) and BSc in Economics and Geography from University College London 
(UCL).

The Discovery Year is Universiti Brunei Darussalam’s (UBD) credit-bearing experiential learning year out of the 
university. During their 3rd year, all undergraduate students under the GenNEXT degree curriculum, spend two 
semesters or one academic year undergoing one or two of the following Discovery Year (DY) activities: (1) Study 
Abroad Programme (2) Internship (3) Community Outreach Programme (4) Incubation Programme. 

DY Coordinators in each undergraduate faculty work closely with students to plan out DY activities and DY 
placements, both locally and abroad, for each student a year in advance. 

DY Coordinators act as bridges between students and the Director of Global Relations, Office of Assistant Vice-
Chancellor (Global Affairs) who then liaises with partner universities and agencies abroad for nominations and 
student applications. Placements abroad are also negotiated and secured by the Director of Global Relations via 
global partnerships and agreements.

Additionally, a DY Unit works closely with students and relevant offices such as Finance and Safety, Health 
and the Environment to manage the administrative documentation  and preparation prior to each student’s DY 
undertaking. 

The academic aspects of DY activities such as credit transfer and module mapping are overseen by the Director of 
Studies, Office of Assistant Vice-Chancellor (Academic Affairs). 

Effective internal communication of all university staff involved ensures the smooth running of the Discovery Year 
for all undergraduate GenNEXT students via standardised workflow, briefings, lean management workshops and 
the use of an online system and databases from the planning stage prior to students leaving for their DY to the 
completion of credit transfer upon their return. 

As a result, UBD is number one in Asia in 2016 for outbound student mobility for the second year running.

Sabrina Daud
Universiti Brunei Darussalam (UBD)

Managing Outbound Student Mobility: The UBD Discovery Year 
Experience
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Dr Yong Z. Zubairi is an Associate Professor from the Centre for Foundation Studies in Science, University of Malaya. She 
is currently the Deputy Director (International) of the International and Corporate Relations Office. Over the years, she has 
held several management roles at the faculty and university level. Her previous positions include Deputy Director (Research), 
Center for Foundation Studies in Science and Director of Center for Community Engagement.

As an academic, she belongs to the Mathematics Division and her area of expertise include medical statistics, 
directional statistic, higher education and social statistics. Her areas of also include employment of disable graduates, 
internationalization of higher education and international internship. At the national level, she is involved with the Graduate 
Tracer Study, is a committee member for public examination bodies such as Malaysian Higher School Certificate and 
Matriculation Program. She is also very much involved in several professional and Non-Governmental bodies and is an Exco 
member of the Institute Statistics Society Malaysia, Qualitative Research Malaysia and University Women Association. She 
also an active alumni of the Commonwealth Fellowship Program.

Internationalisation of higher education in Malaysia is seen as a mean for improving and empowering higher 

education so that the higher education institutions in the country can become comparable to the best in the world. 

In 2014, the Blueprint of Ministry of Higher Education of Malaysia 2015-2025 (MEB) has been launched in which 

it outlines the strategic directions higher education institutions need to embark on towards achieving this goal. 

In line with the MEB strategic outline and as the oldest public university and the top ranked university in Malaysia, 

the engagement in internationalisation at the University of Malaya is taken as part of the academic growth and 

development. The objective of the presentation is to review the milestones that have been achieved thus far and 

to critically examine on the key challenges faced on the near future. These challenges imply that current strategies 

may have to fine tune to address the current economic situation and the changing needs of the university efforts 

to internationalise.

Keywords: Malaysia higher education, challenges, Internationalisation

Zubairi, Y.Z., Ahmad Bedawi, S.H.
International & Corporate Relations Office, University of Malaya

MAINTAINING GLOBAL PRESENCE WITH CURRENT ECONOMIC 
CHALLENGES; A CASE STUDY OF UNIVERSITY OF MALAYA
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Che, (2007) outlined the elements of internationalizations as i), global partnership
2) recruitment of international faculty 3) students or study abroad initiatives 4) 
International recognitions and 5) internationalizing the curriculum 

Internationalisation in Malaysia is driven by the Malaysia Education Blueprint 
2015-2025 which looked at two shifts namely Globalised Online Learning and 
Global Prominence. In short, there are six areas identified in implementing 
internationalization:

student mobility,  
staff mobility,  
academic programmes, 
research and development,  
governance and autonomy, and 
 social integration and community engagement.  

At the University of Malaya, the engagement in internationalisation is taken as
part of the academic growth and development where matters pertaining to
rankings, international collaboration, international association, student/staff 
mobility are of importance. However, the current economic scenario has
adversely impacted such initiative as the cost of managing funding for 
conferences and other activities related to mobility program are getting 
expensive. This pose a great challenge to the university. 

To review the milestones that have been achieved thus far and to critically examine 
on the key challenges faced in the near future. 

ABOUT UNIVERSITY OF MALAYA 
Malaysia’s first & top university
Situated on a 812-acre campus in the southwest of Kuala Lumpur 
Status:  Research Intensive, Government Supported 
>50 research centres, 6 Research Clusters 

i - Student Mobility (2015) 

Internationalisation of higher education in Malaysia is seen as a mean for improving
and empowering higher education so that the higher education institutions in the
country can become comparable to the best in the world. In 2014, Malaysia 
Education Blueprint 2015-2025 (MEB) has been launched in which it outlines the 
strategic directions higher education institutions need to embark on towards 
achieving this goal. 
In line with the MEB strategic outline, University of Malaya, the oldest public 
university and the top ranked university in Malaysia, considers engagement with 
international community as part of the academic growth and development. The
objective of the presentation is to review the milestones that have been achieved 
thus far and to critically examine on the key challenges faced on the near future. 
These challenges imply that current strategies may have to be fine-tuned to address 
the current economic situation and the changing needs of the university efforts to
internationalise.

Keywords: Malaysia higher education, challenges, Internationalisation

iii – International recognition (2016) 

ii – International Linkages – MoU/MoA 
~700 Institutions from >70 countries around the 
world (2015) 

1. Inbound student 
Intensify the promotion of Summer programmes. Such programmes  will be more 
attractive as it becomes more affordable with the weakening of the currency. 

2. Outbound student 
To focus on regional and neighbouring countries to maximise the numbers. 

3. Reach out for partners, conferences and supporting education-based
international conventions. Malaysia will be an attractive venue to host 
international events as it is gives value-for money with superb facilities, modern 
infrastructure and diverse cultures. 

4. Intensify collaborations with regional partners-international research 
laboratories, anchor thematic programs. Eg: UM is the host for a new AUN 
thematic network on disability & public Policy - AUN-DPPNet 

5. Promote financial sustainability-Income generation by unlocking potential 
assets, reaching out  to alumni, creation of wakaf and endowment

With the budget cuts imposed for 2017, it will be a challenging year for UM to 
sustain the internationalisation initiatives. Looking on the bright side of the 
situation, Malaysia became an attractive destination for inbound student and 
staff as it become more affordable. 

To sustain the outbound activities, collaboration with regional partners become 
exceedingly important. The University has to be more creative in maintaining the 
present collaboration; for example – use of ICT (online Skype meeting, MOOCs, 
Social Media medium to engage with international partners.) 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
We thank the top management of University of Malaya for the support and financial aid. 

Malaysia Education Blueprint 2015-2025 (Higher Education), Ministry of 
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1　Professor Cheng Xuemeng is currently the Director of Office of International Affairs, Wuhan University (WHU). Prof. 
Cheng graduated from WHU in July 1985 and worked as Assistant Professor at English Department (WHU) in the same year. 
In 1994, he was promoted as the Deputy Director of the Department. Prof. Cheng has rich experience in working overseas. 
He served as Consul for Education of Chinese Consulate General in Manchester, UK in 1999 and was appointed as the First 
Secretary for Education of Chinese Embassy in Ireland two years later. In 2006, he took the position as the First Secretary 
for Education of Chinese Embassy in Norway. Prof. Cheng’s academic background is English Literature and he has been long 
engaged in the research on William Shakespeare’s drama.

2　Ms. Hu Sijia is the Deputy Director of Publicity and Promotion Section, Office of International Affairs, Wuhan University 
(WHU). She obtained her master degree in English Languages and Literature from WHU in 2012 and started to work as 
a program officer in OIA after graduation. Ms. Hu is now in charge of international publicity for Wuhan University. Her 
responsibility is to build and maintain WHU’s English website, manage English student correspondent group, design and plan 
promotional materials, plan programs for international cooperation, etc.

Against the backdrop of the internationalization of higher education and rapid development of Chinese economy, 
Chinese universities’ participation in international cooperation and exchange has been increasingly active. To 
achieve the goal of building a world-renowned university and realizing its influence on social, economic and 
technological progress, international publicity and promotion is of great necessity. So it is time for all Chinese 
universities to think about how to promote themselves in the international arena, a task listed as top priority by the 
Chinese government.
Wuhan University (WHU) ranks among the top 10 universities in China and has enjoyed a steady rise in its 
international reputation recent years. To cater to the needs of publicizing its research and education to the world, 
WHU has drafted the first strategic plan for internationalization in 2016. The plan highly values international 
publicity for disciplines, students and faculty, research achievements, etc. In terms of research, education and 
campus culture, WHU’s influence is consistently climbing and its progress is widely recognized by its counterparts. 
WHU has also adopted several measures to promote relevant achievements. However, compared with world 
leading universities, WHU still lags behind in international reputation and influence. So for one thing, the university 
should be committed to developing first-class disciplines and programs, training excellent talents and research 
teams; for another, it should explore new effective channels and make detailed plan for international publicity and 
promotion.

Cheng Xuemeng1, Hu Sijia2

Office of International Affairs, Wuhan University

Wuhan University: On Its Way Towards a World-Renowned 
University
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Wuhan University:
On Its Way Towards a World-Renowned University

Cheng Xuemeng, Hu Sijia -Office of International Affairs, Wuhan University

THE OVERALL BLUEPRINT
National level: 
1. The Overall Plan for Building First-class University and First-class Discipline

(2016 by State Council)
- Goal for Wuhan University: Internationally and domestically renowned top  
university (552 million RMB funds in 2016) 

2. Opinions on Carrying out Educational Opening-up of New Era (2016 by CCPCC        
and State Council)
- One major target: To improve education quality and enhance global presence

University level: 
Thirteenth Five-year Plan for Internationalization of WHU (The first official 
document for university’s internationalization)

- Task: increase global influence and enhance core competitiveness

- Measures: English website coverage, international publicity and world’s   
leading university alliance membership, etc.

HOW ARE WE DOING? 
Academic Presence

Recruiting foreign expert
Professor Joannes Frencken, recruited by School of
Stomatology, was honored with “China International
Science and Technology Cooperation Award”.
Professor Ben Boer, the first professor in humanities
for Thousand Talent Program in China, received “Senior
Scholarship Award”.

More globally recognizable research team
Prof. Li Deren helps WHU become the pioneer in earth observation and Beidou GNSS.
(Earth Observation and Navigation Technology team awarded “National Innovation Team
Award” in 2015)
Prof. Zhang Lina interviewed by Chemistry World and reported as Chinese green
chemistry vanguard.
Prof. Li Hongliang’s team and the Institute of Model Animal was highly praised by
European Heart Journal, a top international academic journal.

Developing interdisciplinary research
The Institute for Advanced Studies and Medical Research Institute have been established
to bring excellent research teams from different disciplines together and focus on the
frontier issues facing human being. There are also 5 other interdisciplinary study
platforms built jointly by WHU and State Ministries and Commissions.

HOW ARE WE DOING? 
Cultural Presence

Social influence
According to People, an authoritative media in China, WHU ranks third in terms of
media influence, Internet public opinion influence and alumni influence. WHU’s new
media has been selected as "The Top 10 New Media of National Educational System"
for three consecutive years.

Building dynamic campus culture
There are more than 150 social clubs with brand activities such as Luojia Golden
Autumn Art Festival, International Culture Festival, Rowing Race, Alumni Forum, etc. on
campus. Some of them attract the attention and hit the headlines of media. Eg. 123
couples getting married on campus in celebration of WHU’s 123 anniversary reported by
Daily Mail On Line, British earliest modern newspaper.

Bonding alumni around the globe
WHU takes pride in its alumni who are elites from different background but unite as one
when it comes to their alma meter. They contribute to their loved WHU in every possible
way such as establishing Luojia Angel Fund and scholarships, donating money to build
museum and teaching buildings. The distinctive alumni cultural atmosphere makes WHU
a more attractive place to learn and explore.

2017 alumni donation 1.641 billion RMB Third place in China

APPROACHES FOR INTERNATIONAL PUBLICITY 

Cooperation with local and international media
WHU is now paying increasing attention to delivering reports on an internationalized WHU.
WHU has established a long-term partnership with China Daily, the largest English portal
in China.

International journals

Diversified promotion materials
WHU has consistently made new brochures and publicity films. The short film, My Life at
WHU, won the third prize in the national competition. Through the face-to-face
conversation with five students and one teacher, the film deliberates a dynamic WHU
which values how the environment shape their identity as an excellent individual.

• WHU Journal of Sciences (English version)

• Journal of Geo-spatial Information Science (English version)

• Chinese Sociology Dialogue  (the third English-language journal in sociology 
in China)

• Chinese Health Research and Policy (the first professional academic journal 
on global health in China)

WHERE ARE WE GLOBALLY?

Established in 1893, Wuhan University is a comprehensive research
university. It consistently ranks among top universities in China and
has been devoted to excellence in teaching, learning and research. It
has nurtured talents that stand out and make a difference in many
different disciplines. WHU is active on the international scene and has
experienced a steady rise in its international profile.

2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017

TIMES (score)
international outlook

33.1 36.7 37.5

QS (ranking) 335 273 275

US News (ranking) 301 324

HOW ARE WE DOING? 
Educational Presence

Prioritizing the development of basic and distinctive disciplines

Launching education of creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship

Exploring new model of education
WHU is a pioneer in cooperating with world top university Duke University to jointly fund Duke
Kunshan University, a non-profit institution. It blends liberal education with Chinese tradition
in a new approach to elite higher education in China.

Luojia Angel Fund
150million RMB donated by alumni to support new ideas and innovative projects

Students’ Innovation and Entrepreneurship Practice Center
called “red house”, 3 batches of innovative teams and 600 students have been 
supported 

Annual exhibition
a platform showcasing how WHU students turn their creative ideas into practice 

14 ESI 1% disciplines Top1‰ chemistry 
Top 3 worldwide

Geospatial Information and Technical 
Engineering Science

APPROACHES FOR INTERNATIONAL PUBLICITY 

Campus information system
WHU began to implement the “English website coverage plan” from 2015. Up till now,
all schools and departments have built their English website with special focus on
providing necessary information on faculty and academic programs.
WHU official English website was selected as “the Best English Website” and “Best
Comprehensive Website” by Hubei Provincial Department of Education. A group of
student correspondents has become the backbone in maintaining the website.

Brand activities
WHU has cooperated with its partners overseas to hold brand activities. The activities
provide a platform for WHU to communicate its education philosophy with its partners
and show the versatile dimension of WHU.

Academic Week Overseas WHU-Duke Day WHU Day at Confucius Institute
Branding at world-renowned academic platforms

WHU partners with top academic platforms such as TIMES Higher Education and QS
to launch its unique publicity page both in websites and magazines. In 2016, WHU also
held a round-table conference with Nature.

WHAT TO DO NEXT?
There is a long way to go for WHU to become a world-renowned university. We know
Rome was not built in one day, but we will keep making effort to enhance our global
reputation. Here is what we can do in the future:
• University’s reputation and charisma will speak for itself. So the key is to keep making

reforms and find the most suitable way for development on the bases of its own
character. The major task is to launch the first-class programs and disciplines, recruit
excellent faculty and research teams, as well as train top talents.

• International promotion can not be achieved by one department. It requires the efforts
of all schools and departments. So it is also important to enhance the global
awareness and communication ability of students and faculty. Their involvement in the
international exchange activities will be the branding itself for WHU.

• Utilize the resources in all possible channels. For instance, to establish the long-term
relationship with alumni overseas and let them become the messengers for outside
world to know about WHU; to cooperate with internationally recognized media to have
regular reports on WHU; to explore more effective academic platforms to introduce
major research achievement of WHU.

• Learn from those more experienced Chinese and foreign universities about their
strategies, work mechanism, office structure, etc. Based on the overall development
plan of the university, formulate a plan for international publicity including the most
important things to do in the next five years.
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Jinick Park joined the Office of International Affairs in September 2015. He acts as the team leader of the International 
Education Center which runs regular semesters, summer school and winter school for incoming exchange/visiting students.
Jihye Maeng joined the Office of International Affairs in September 2012. She now oversees the development and 
implementation of global initiatives, international programs and international students and scholars’ services as an 
administrative director from September 2015. She is also in charge of bilateral partnerships with foreign institutions.
Hyewon Moon started her career in international education by working as a study abroad coordinator in 2001. Currently she 
is manages the summer and the winter program for international students at Yonsei University. As a product of international 
education herself, she is a strong advocate for study abroad.

As workers in international education, we know that study abroad is beneficial to most undergraduate students. 
However, we observed that the growth in the number of students participating in short term study abroad is 
declining in recent years. By studying the reasons behind this phenomenon, we hope to provide some solutions to 
help the students overcome the barriers to study abroad.
We decided to examine the issue in two parts. First, we looked at what barriers to study abroad there are for 
Yonsei students to study abroad. We found that the reasons students were reluctant to studying abroad are 
Financial Reasons, Academic Problems, Application Requirement, Career Preparations, Pursue Graduate Studies, 
and Indifference.
Second, we looked at what kind of difficulties students face while studying abroad. The most frequent problems 
were Financial Difficulty, Language Barrier, Cultural Difference, Social Issues, Academic Difficulty, Health Issues, 
and becoming the Victims of Hate Crime.
As college administrators, there are a few ways that we can assist our students. First, we can provide some 
support network by connecting the student with an advisor, having them included in student groups, or linking the 
students with buddies, SNS, and so on. Second, for problems that are beyond our scope of expertise, we should 
haste to refer the students to experts such as the counseling center, hospital, etc. Finally, we should prepare a 
risk management manual and keep it handy for easy reference. By sharing this study with our fellow international 
educators, we hope that many more students will benefit from the study abroad experience.

Jinick Park, Jihye Maeng, Hyewon Moon
Yonsei University

What kind of difficulties students face when studying abroad
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